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DESCRIPTIONS AND RECORDS OF ORIENTAL AND PAPUAN
SOLITARY VESPIDAE (HYM.).
By
Dr. J. VAN DER VECHT
(Buitenzorg, Java).
During my leave in Europe in 1933-'34, I had an opportunity to examine
the types of various Oriental and Australian Vespidae in the British Museum
at London, the University Museum at Oxford, and the Museums at Leiden
and Amsterdam. As is well known among the students of Hymenoptera, our
knowledge of the representatives of the order in this part of the world is still
very incomplete. This may be partly due to the fact that many of the species
are local or rare, but the study is especially complicated by the inadequate
work of some of the previous authors, viz. F. SMITH and P. CAMERON,whose
descriptions are as a rule so short or inexact, that it is often impossible to
recognize their species from the descriptions alone. Most of the types of these
authors have never been redescribed and I was therefore very glad to have
the opportunity of studying these valuable insects.
In the present paper I have accepted the generic definitions as given by
J. BF,QuAER'r in his excellent. paper on the Vcspidao of the Belgian Congo
(Bull. Am. Mus. N at. Hist. XXXIX, 1918, pp. 1 - 384). This includes the
suppression of Rygchinm as a separate genus and the acceptance of. Paclvumenes
and Ancietrocerus as distinct genera. In Pachymenes are brought together a
few species in which the shape of the abdomen is intermediate between that of
Eumenes and of Odsmeru«; their first abdominal tergite has no trace of a
transverse carina. Ancisirocerus contains the species with a transverse carina
or suture on the first tergite 1).
I am convinced that this classification is very unsatisfactory from a phylo-
genetic point of view, because each of the genera. thus defined contains species,
which are in many respects very closely allied to one or more species of the
other genera. However, any attempt to arrange the Oriental Odynerns-like
wasps in more natural groups would probably result in a failure, in view of
our very imperfect present knowledge of these insects. Moreover a revision
of the generic and subgeneric divisions of the solitary Vespidae can hardly be
undertaken for a single region, many groups of apparently closely allied species
being represented in various parts of the world.
') The genus Norionia, which differs from Anc'£st?'ocerus mainly in having the
first abdominal segment narrowed as in Pacliinnenes, is not treated in this paper.
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The following notes and descriptions must therefore be merely regarded as
an attempt ..to contribute to the knowledge of various species and varieties,
which up to the present were confused with others, incompletely described 01'
entirely un known.
For 1,h6 interpretation of the terms "holotype, allotype. and parutvpe" I
refer to J. BEqUAERT, by whom this subject was fully discussed in Ann. Mag.
Nat. Hist. (10), IT"1928, pp. 139 - JAO.
'The «!" before tho literature references indirates that J have examined
[1:e typcC',) (in case of new species) or other :::I)cri:nens Oil 'Ii'hie]l (1,8 authors
based descriptions or records.
I wish to acknowledge my indebtedness to the authorities of the above
mentioned Museums, for their kindness in allowing me to study their collections.
I am under special obligation to the "Bachiene Stichting" which enabled me
to visit London and Oxford by a financial contribution to the cost of this trip.
Furthermore, I wish to thank Prof. G. D. HALE CARPEN'l'ERof Oxford, who
permitted me to borrow from the collection of the Oxford University Museum
a number of Vespidae, which I compared with types of SMITH and GAMERO~
during my visit.
Prof. J. BEQUAERT,Boston, obliged me very much by sending me some
critical notes on my preliminary description 0 f the new genus Noriozumui.
I am much indebted to Mr. H. T. PAGDEN,Department of Agriculture,
Kuala Lumpur, for going through the manuscript of this paper.
Calligaster SAUSS.
Calligaster cyanopterus SAUSS.
!1852, SAUSSURE,H. DE, Et. farn. Vesp. I, p. 23, pl. IX, fig. 7, <j! (Calligaste1' cyano·
ptera, Java),
18-91. GRIBODO,G., Bull. Soc. Ent, Ital. 23, p. 261, J (Ccdligaste1' javanus, Java or.,
Kalipare) ,
Inmy opinion GRIBODO'Sspecies is undoubtedly conspeciiio with C. cyano·
pierus, of wl~ich I examined the holotype (2, Java, CALKOENleg.) in the Museum
at Leiden. That GRIBODOdid not recognize his specimen as it rJ of cyanopterus
may be due to the fact that the shape of the clypeus is very different in the
two sexes: the anterior margin is transverse in the female, but deeply emar-
ginate in the male. Furthermore GRIBODOcompared his specimen with a female
from Sumatra, the wings of which are said to be cupreous, but this latter
specimen was certainly not a typical cuanopterus, for in the J avan specimens
the wings have always a bluish iridescence.
Up to the present C. cuanopterus is the only species of Caltuiaeter known
to occur in Java. Other Oriental species have been described from India and
Borneo, and in my collection I have an unidentified species from Celebes
The Philippine species, of which the life history was described by F. X.
,\VILILUIS (Bull. Hawaii. Sugar Pl. Ass., no. 14, 1919, "Caliujaste: cyanoptc1'1tS"),
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is not conspecifie with C. cuanopterus. It will be' described In a forthcoming
paper by Prof. J. BEQUAERT.
In Java Calligaster cuanopterus SAUSS. is not rare in the forests. It occurs
in the plains as well as in the mountains, but apparently not above an altitude
of about 1000 m. I have seen specimens from the following localities: Djasinga
1150m); Mt. Gedeh, Tjiboenar (900 m); Djampang, Mt. Tjimerang (6 - 800
m); Pelaboean Ratoe (20 111); Mt. Limboeng (900 m); Penandjoeng Bay..
Kalipoetjang {200 m); Linggercljati (Mt. Tjareme); Mt. Slamat, Batoerraden
(800m) (all in Mus. Buitenzorg). - Mt. Gecleh, Tapes (800 m), author; Djam-
pang Tengah, Mt. Tjisoeroe {600 - 800 m), Mrs. M. E. ,VALSH; S. Banjoemas,
Koebangkangkoeng (25 m), F. C. DRESCHER; Mt. Raoeng, Bajoekicloel (450-
700m), H. LUCHT, (all in my collection). - The species may be found through-
out the year.
Nortozumia, new genus.
Head much swollen behind the eyes, the posterior ocelli at least twice
a far from the occiput as from the eyes. Mandibles moderately elongate and
narrower than is usual in the Zethinae, somewhat knife-like, strongly grooved
on the outer surface; their apices decussate when closed, the cutting edge long,
verv oblique, with broad, blunt teeth (fig. I, r and d). Labial palpi 4-jointed.
Jraxillary palpi 6-jointed. Clypeus transverse, truncate and toothed at apex.
Antennae 12-joiutccl in cr. 13-jointcd in rJ; apical segment in rJ hook-like and
iolded back. Thorax somewhat depressed. Mesopleura with epicnernial carina.
Propodeum: concavity rather narrow, limited by carinae on the sides, separated
from the postscr.tellum by the contiguous median portions of the dorsal areas;
dor al and ventral lateral areas separated by a carina which ends in a trans-
verse, raised lamella close to the articular valvulae. First abdominal segment
stalk-like, moderately swollen, ovate with a mu eh narrower basal portion; the
tcrgite with a transverse crest close to the base, behind the articular slit;
spiracular tubercles prominent. Second segment slightly narrowed basally, but
not stalk-like. Mid tibiae with one spur. Claws bifid. Second cubital cell
triangular, the two inte.rcubital veins narrowly separated on the radius; the
101\'ermargin nearly straight, receiving the first recurrent at an acute angle
before the middle and the second recurrent close to the second intercubitus
(fig. 2 c).
Genotype: Zetlius ruioiemoraius P. CAMERON(1903).
As Prof. J. BEQC-\BRTkindly pointed out to me, the generic and subgeneric
concepts in the Zethinae are at present in the utmost confusion. It is therefore
difficult to say, whether Noriozunua, which, also in BEQUAERT'Sopinion, appears
tobe a natural group, will be regarded in the future a a genus, or as a subgenus
of Discoelius, which is apparently its nearest ally. N oriozuuiui differs from
the genotype of Discoelius {zonalis PANZ.) in the shape of the ma.ndibles, the
courseof the first recurrent vein, the presence of only one spur on the mid tibiae
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and in having a transverse crest at the base of the first tergite, Soms of these
differences are of minor importance, but unless the limits of the genera in the
Zethinac are better defined than at present, I think it advisable to give Nor-
iozumia gen eric rank.
Nortozumia rufof'cmorata (CA:'-l.) (fig. 1, a-g).
! 1903. CA~fERO~, P., .n, Straits Br. As. Soc. 39, p. 165, ~ (Zeth1(S ru jci emoratus,
Sarawak, Kuching).
'? 1nO. MEADE-WALDO, G., Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (8), 5, p. 47 (!VIonte.~n1nia. 1ndchella
SM1'C'!l = Gu,yellu· pulcnellu. SollTH).
11014. MEADE-V'i'ALDO, G., Ann. Mag. Nat, Hist. (8), 14, p. 404 (Montezn-mia pulch.ello
SM. = Zethue ricioiemoratus CAM.).
MR\.DE- \VALDO'S opinion (J 9H) upon the identity of "M ani ezumia pulchel!«
SMITH" and "Zethus ruioiemoraiu: CA~r." has apparently been based upon R
"ootype" of the former species in the British l\I\I~el1m. Unfortunntely, this
specimen does not belong to the same species as the holotype in Oxford, and
as SMlm's description leaves no doubt. that, the latter specimen is correctly
regarded as the true type, ruioiemoraius cannot be a synonym of pulchelui.
MEADE- WALDO'S earlier note on 111ontezumia. pulchella was probably based upon
the same specimen in the British Museum.
<i> - Clypeus (fig. la) 1% times as wide as long (including the teeth), con-
tiguous with the eyes over a short distance only. Inter-ant.ennal shield with





Fig. 1. - Nortozumio. ruf oiemortito. (CAM.).
a, head of female; b, terminal antennal segments of male; c and d, lateral and anterior
view of mandible of female; e, dorsal view of thorax of female; f and g, dorsal and
lateral view of first and second abdominal segments of female.
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Ocelli placed in a flattened triangle, the posterior ocelli almost as far from
the eyes as from each other and three times as far from the occiput as from
the eyes. Inner orbits a trifle further apart on the vertex than at the c1ypeus.
Third antennal segment 1Y2 times as long as wide at' the apex, distinctly
longer than the fourth segment which is approximately square in outline.
Thorax as wide as the head, pronotum narrowed anteriorly, the anterior
margin distinctly carinate, the lateral angles rounded, not projecting, Mesonotum
with distinct parapsidal furrows. Anterior margin of scutellum depressed, ere-
nulate. Propodeum with a short, irregular, median furrow at the base, the
narrow concavity with a median longitudinal carina.
Abdomen: figs. 1£ and Ig ; first tergite with a rather deep transverse
impression in front of the yellow apical fascia, the apical margin thin, slightly
depressed; the first sternite with a broad longitudinal canna III the middle
and two longitudinal grooves on each side of it,
Head and thorax faintly shining; puncturation of the head moderately
coarse, rather sparse in the centre of the clypeus, very dense on the frons]
reticulate in the median impression of the frons, much sparser on the vertex
where most of the interspaces are larger than the punctures; temples slightly
more coarsely and densely punctate than the vertex. Pronotum, anterior portion
of mesonotum, and the postscutellum densely, reticulately punctate: puncturation
of mesopleura coarser] but not less dense; the posterior portion of the meso,-
notum and the scutellum more sparsely punctate. Metapleura and ventral lateral
area of propodeurn coarsely, but rather regularly, longitudinally striate; the
dorsal lateral areas densely punctate, with a median, impunctate area, separated
from the lateral carina by a row of short transverse ridges; concavity dull,
finely sculptured. - Abdomen rather shining. First tergite densely covered
with medium-sized well defined punctures, more sparsely punctate medially,
posterior to the transverse ridge, the narrow apical margin almost impunctate.
Second tergite scarcely less densely punctate, but the punctures more superficial
and ill defined; there is a conspicuous transverse row of punctures at the base
of the narrow, depressed, apical margin; puncturation of third and fourth
tergites dense, coarser in the middle than at the sides, their impunctate apical
margins rather wide; fifth and sixth tergites impunctate, with microscopically
fine sculpture. Second and following sternites punctate like the corresponding
tergites, but the punctures finer and sparser.
Black; marked with yellow as follows: clypeus (except for one or two
black marks in the centre), the first antennal segment beneath, a spot above
the inter-antenna! shield, a short and narrow line along the inner orbits near
the antennae, a line on the temples, a transverse fascia on the anterior margin
of the pronotum, a spot on the mesopleura below the tegulae, the posttegulae,
wo (rather small) spots on the scutellum, a transverse line on the postscutellum
(interrupted in the middle); on the dorsal lateral areas of the propodeum: a
spot at the base and a broad oblique line at the posterior margin, running
from the top of the concavity towards the apex; a U-shaped line along the
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lateral and posterior margins of the first tergite, commencing in front of the
stigmata, and slightly interrupted postcriorly in the middle; :11; irregular lateral
spot on each side of the base of the second tergite, and a rather narrow pre-
apical fascia,' very narrowly interrupted in the middle, on this tcrgitc ; longi-
tudinal yellow' spots on the outer side of femora J and tibiae I and H, a small
spot close to the apex of femora IT and Cl minute spot at the apex of femora'
Ill. Apical half of the mandibles dark reddish; the median portion of the
tegulae and the depressed apical margin of the first tcrgite b1'O'.\"]\; articular
valvulae of propcdcum, coxae, trochanters and femora of mid and hind legs
Icrruginous: the remainder of the legs (except for the yellow mar]; iugs ) brownish
01' black, the apical tarsal joints ferruginous. \\,ing.s brownish hyaline with
yellow and purplish reflections, darker along the anterior margin, especially
in the apex of the median cell, in the radial cell and the second, third and
fourth cubital eells.
d - Smaller; the clypeus narrower 1.]][[11 ill the female. the apex scarcely
more deeply emnrginate ; the eyes distinctly further apart on the vertex than
at the clypeus (15 : 11). Third antenna I segment almost twice as long as wide
at the apex, slightly longer than the fourth segment; twelfth segment short
and narrow; the last segment narrow, slightly curved, tapering towards the
end, distinctly reaching over the Lase of the eleventh segment. (fig. Ib ). Thorax
as in the female. The seventh abdominal sternite flattened, rounded at. the apex.
Puncturation as in the female; the coloration of one of the two males
before me differs from that. of the female as follows: clypeus entirely yellow,
inner orbits and temples black, femora II and III without distinct yellow
markings; femora II brownish, the apex ferruginous. - In the other male
specimen the scutellum is entirely black, the dorsal lateral areas have no spot
at the base and the spots at the base of the second tergite are absent.
Length (b. + th. + t. 1 + 2), '2: 14 - 15 mm, d: 11 -12 mm.
Described from 1 <jl and 2 dd' from Borneo, Sarawak, Kuching (R. SI{ELFonn)
in the Oxford University Museum (nrs. 1900: 11191 {S'), 11180 and 11206 (cid)).
The first described male specimen is herewith designated RS the allotype of
this species; in 1934 I studied the ho lotype in the British Museum (1l1c1 compared
it with the specimens described above.
Nortozumia pulchella (Sxt.) (fig. 2, a-c).
I 1858. SMITH, F., J1. Proc. Linn. Soc. Zoo1. IT, p. 108, '2 (Gnyella. pulchella, Borneo,
Sarawak) .
11902. CAII1ERON, P., J1. Straits Br. As. Soc. 37, p. 109, '2 (Montezumia? l01'ticC1JS, Bor-
neo, Sarawak, Mt. Matang) .
Very closely allied to the preceding species, but easily distinguished from
it by the shape of the clypeus, the apex of which is in both sexes more deeply
emarginate (fig. 211,). The last antennul segment of the male is shorter and
does not reach the base of the eleventh segment (fig. 2b). The scutcllum appears
to have a more distinct median impressed line.
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The present species is more richly marked with yellow than N. rufofemo-
rata: clypeus in both sexes entirely yellow; vertex with two oblique yellow
lines, running from the centre of the vertex towards the top of the eyes; meso-
notum with two yellow lines (9) or
black {b), scutellum with large,
. almost square, spots; dorsal lateral
areas of propodeum nearly enti-
rely yellow; third and fourth ab-
dominal tergites with a preapical
fascia; the remainder as in N.
ruiojemoraia.
SMITH'S description is not very
exact: the labrum and mandibles
are not yellow, but the former is
ferruginous, the latter are dark
ferruginous, black at base and
apex; furthermore SMITH'Sremarks
upon the yellow abdominal fasciae
are incorrect, because he did not
regard the petiole as the first ab-
dominal segment.
I studied a male of this species, herewith designated as the allotype,
from N.\V. Borneo, Sarawak, Mt. Matang (3600'), R SHELFORD,in the collection
of the Oxford University Museum (no. 1900, 11190); in 1934 I compared that




Fig. 2. - Nortozurnia. pulchella. (SM.).
a, head of male; b , terminal antennal segments
of male; c, fore wing of male.
Pareumenes SAUSS.
The genus Pareumenes is well represented in the East Indian Archipelago,
but most species are rare, and some of them have been described under other
generic names. SOIKA (1935) gave valuable descriptions of some of SMITH'S
"Eumenes"··f:pecies, which really belong to this genus, and in the following
pages all the Pareumcnes-species of the Archipelago are listed, a few species
described by other workers under Eumenes and Pterochilus have been incor-
porated in this genus and some varieties of known species are described here
for the first time.
The Indian species P. breuirostraius SAUSS.,uulumu« SAUSS. and rufopetio-
latus WICKW., and the Chinese P. imperatrix (SM.) are omitted from this list,
as these forms are insufficiently known to me.
R e t e r 0 c h r 0 m y and h 0 m e 0 c h r 0 m y.
In his excellent paper on the colour forms of the Oriental hornets Vespa
tropica and V. affinis (Treubia 15, pp. 329 - 352, 1936), BEQUAERThas drawn
attention to the superficial resemblance in coloration (homeochromy) of colour
varieties of different species, occurring in the same area.
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A remarkable instance of home-
ochroiny is exhibited by some colour
varieties of species of 'Eumene« and
Pareumenes. As is well known, hctero-
chrorny is strongly developed in the
wide-spread Euinenes arcuatus, of which
several colour forms occur in various
parts of the Oriental and Australian
regions (ZI:\nIEH~L.\NK, Zcitschr. Morph
Oek. cl, Ticl'e 22, pp. 173 - 230, 193n,
In Sumatra and Borneo this species is
rep res en tee! by the var. contineniolie
Zrxrxr. 1), which has the whole body
abundantly marked with yellow; in the
Javan Iorru, var. blcmcluirtli SAUSS., the
head and thorax are almo t entirely
black, but some of the yellow markings
of the abdomen are larger than in the
var. coniinentolis, As is shown in the
accompanying figures, Pareumenes qua-
driepinosus intermedius from Sumatra
and Borneo and P. tlepveesu» from Su-
matra agree very much in coloration
with the var. continentolis of E. aTClla-
tus; the Javan form.s of these two
p([.1·e~lm(mes-species, described below, are
horneochromic wi th E. arcuaius blan-
chardi. In all the J avan specimens of
these species the reduction of the yellow
markings of the head and .the thorax
is accompanied by an increase in size
of the spots on the second abdominal
tergite.
Further studies of the colour vn-
ricties of Pareumenes will certainly
reveal other instances of homeochrorny
and will show that various Pareurnenes-
forms closely agree in coloration with
certain forms of Euuicnes. When examin-
ing specimens of P. breuirosiratus SAVSS.
in the British ::\11.[;::eu111 , I noted tha t
this species resembles E. maxillosus F.,
'ig. 3, Heterochromy and homeo-
hromy in Eurnenes and Pa?'eumenes;
bove : specimens from Sumatra and
orneo; below; specimens from J'ava.
Eumenes arcuatus contimentaJis
ZIMM" Sumatra, Borneo,







intennedius m., Sumatra, Borneo.
Pareumenes quadriepinosus ja.vam£s
m., Java.
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a
') This variety differs only slightly, and apparently not constantly, from the
-ical form and is therefore not recognized by some authors (SOIKA, 1935),
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var. conicus E, from India. P. depressus SAuSS" var, pictiirone (SM,) from
Celebes is homeochromic with E. w'Ctwtus F., var, [ulvipennis (S~I.) from the
same island, both being characterized by the almost complete reduction of
the yellow markings. Similar coloration is shown by P. pullctus (8M,) from
Ceram, a species which is closely allied to P. depressue.
The s.u b g e n e r a 0 f P a I' e u men e s.
The genus Pareumenes has recently been divided by SOIKA (Ann, Mus. Civ.
Storia Nat. Geneva LVII, 1935, pp. 137, 145) into two subgenera, which may
be separated as follows:
First abdominal sternite triangular, its lateral margins straight, and
at least part of its surface transversely striate. First tergite triangular,
not distinctly swollen in its apical third. Epicnemial carina well developed.
Head subcircular, vertex not raised behind the ocelli.
Pareumenes SAUSS, (type: P, quadrispinosus SAUSS.).
First abdominal sternite for the greater part of its length narrow,
rather abruptly widened close to the apex, thus forming a triangular apical
area similar to that in Eumenes s. str. its surface not transversely striate.
Apical portion of the first tergite swollen. Epicnemial carina absent. Head
higher than wide, the vertex raised behind the ocelli.
Pseumenes SOIKA (type: P. exiouus S~I.).
Subgenus Pareumenes SAUSS, e. str.
Pareumenes (Pareurnenes) quadrispinosus SAUSS.
! 1854. SAUSSURE, H. DE, Et. fam. Vesp. Suppl. p. 134, <?cl',pl. VII, figs. 2, 2g, (Pa-
~'eumenes quad1-islJinosa.,India),
1897. BINGHAM,C. T., Fauna Br. India, Hym. I, p. 3'36, <?cl'(Eumenes quadlrislJinosa,
India) .
? 1922. DOVER, C. & H. S, RAO, JI. As, Soc. Bengal 18, p. 236 (Eumenes quadrispinosa.).
? 1925. DOVER, C., JI. As, Soc. Bengal 20 (1924), p. 296 (PU1XJumenesquad1·ispirwsa).
1928. BEQUAERT, J., Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (10) II, (p. 172 (Pa11e~~men;esquad1-ispino-
sus).
? 1931. DOVER, C., JI. Fed. Mal. St. Mus. 16, p. 252 (Pa1'eum,enes quadrispinosa).
This species has been confused by some authors with P. depressus SAUSS.
DOVER (1931) considers the latter to be a variety of P. quadrispinoeus, which
is certainly not correct, for P. depressus belongs to the subgenus Pseumenes.
The insect of which PlEL (1935) studied the interesting life-history is in my
opinion not P. quadrispinoeus, but P. tlepressus ; this is apparent from the
figures in PlEL'S paper and was moreover confirmed by the 'examination of a
specimen determined by that investiga tor and kindly sent to me some time ago.
DOVER (1925) recorded Eumenes exinuus Sxr. (1860) as a synonym of the
present species, but I agree with SOIKA that S~IITH'S species is quite different
and belongs to the subgenus Pseumenes.
In India P. quadrispinosus has developed some colour varieties, which 'have
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not yet been sufficiently distinguished. In the holotype (Br. Mus., London)
the petiole is ferruginous, but there are other forms 'with a .black petiole (cf.
BINGHA~1,p. 337). The Indian forms, however, are all much .more abundantly
marked with yellow than the following two varieties from the Western part
of the East-Iridian Archipelago.
Pareumenes quadrispinosus S.\C;s.s., var. intermedius, new variety (fig. 3c).
F e m ale. -, Black; marked with yellow as follows: c:lYPClIS; underside
of first nntennal segment; a line running from the anterior ocellus towards the
clypeus, abruptly widened above the antenna I insertions: the eyc-emarginrrtions:
a line on the temples; a transverse fascia: on the pronotum ; two subparallcl
lines on the mesonotum; tegulae (except for a black spot an teriorly) ; post-
tegulae; a large spot on the upper part of the mesopleura and a small linear
spot below it; two rather widely separated spots on the scutellum; a curved
line on the posterior margin of the postscutellum ; spots at base and apex of
the dorsal areas of the propoc1eum (the black space between them being T-
shaped), the articular valvulae of the propodeum; a transverse fascia at the
apex of the first tergite, widely interrupted in the middle and enclosing a small
black spot on each side; a rather narrow transverse fascia, more widely inter-
rupted, on the second tergite (its distance from the base about twice that
from the apex); apical fasciae on the third and fourth tergites "and a transverse
mark in the middle of the apex of the fi fth tergite ; the first stcrnite (except
for a black spot at the apex); more than the basal half of the second sternite
and small spots on the posterior lateral angles of the second and third sternites.
Legs black; coxae I with a lateral line, outer side of femora I, a short line
on the apical half of femora H, and broad lines on all tibiae, yellow. Wings
slightly darker than in the Sumatran form of Eumenes arcuaius (var. cotui-
nentalis ZIMM.).
M ale. '- Coloration as in the female; coxae II 'vvith' a yellow lateral
line; metatarsus of legs II and III with a yellow line above.tWings somewhat
less dark than in the female.
Length (h. + th. + t. 1 + 2), <i> 19 mm, <3 14 mm.
Holotype: <i>, Borneo, Sarawak, Kuching, R. SHELFORD, 23 Dec. 1899, call.
Oxford Mus. (no. 1900, 11189); allotype: 0, Sumatra, Benkoelen Res., Benkoelen,
Mrs. M. E. WALSH, 10 - 18 May 1935, in my collection.
Pareumenes quadrispinosus SAUSS., var. javanus, new variety (fig. 3 Cl).
Differs from the preceding form in having the head and thorax almost
entirely black; the markings of the abdominal tergites arc however larger than
in intermedius.
Fe m a le. - Black; marked with yellow as follows: four minute and in-
distinct spots on the clypeus {sometimes absent); a narrow line on the underside
of the first antennal segment; a small triangular mark on the frons just above
the in tcr-antennal shield; two narrow transverse spots on the apical margin
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of the postscutellum and some very small and indistinct spots at the apex of
the dorsal lateral. areas of the propocleum. Articular valvulae pale yellow,
partly translucent. Apical fascia of first tergite slightly wider than in inter-
medius; width of the transverse fascia of the second tergite more than half
the length of the tergite, interrupted in the middle and with a rectangular
incision on each side anteriorly ; posteriorly the yellow markings reach the
apex of the tergite at the side only, the posterior margin of the tergite thus
having a black band which is almost as wide as the apical yellow fascia of
the first tergite; base of second tergite with a small yellow spot on each side;
the fasciae on the tergites 3 and 4 more than twice as "vide as in intermedius,
the spot on the fifth tergite somewhat larger than in that form. The sternites .
less extensively marked with yellow than in in termediue: the first sternite with
narrow yellow lines along the lateral margins of its posterior half and a narrow
transverse line at the apex; the basal marking on the second sternite reduced,
its width being less than half the length of the sternite.
Legs black, without yellow markings; wings as in the preceding variety.
M ale. - Head: clypeus with two irregular yellow lines, converging to-
wards the apex; a small yellow spot in the eye-emargination; a short yellow
line on the front between the anterior ocellus and the inter-antennal shield,
the marking above the shield reduced. Thorax entirely black; articular valvulae
of propodeum almost entirely translucent. The lateral yellow lines on the first
abdominal sternite much reduced. Front side of tibiae I with a narrow yellow
line, tibiae II and IH with minute yellow spots close to the apex. The remainder
as in the female.
Length (h. + th. + t. 1 + 2) j <r 19 mm, <5'121/2 mm.
Holotype: <r, S.W. Java, Wijnkoopsbay, Mrs. M. E.WALSH, March 1935;
allotype: <5',E. Java, Baceng, Dr. J. G. BETREM, Aug. 1935; paratypes: <r,
O. Java, Telawa, Dr. L. G. E. KALSHOVEN,22 Febr. 1933; ,all in my collection. The
Museum at Leiden possesses a male specimen which bears a label in RITSEMA'S
handwriting: "Dr. PLOEM, Surnatra", but I suspect that this record will prove
to be erroneous and that the specimen originates from Java.
Pareumenes (Pareumenes) pullatus (SM.).
! 18B3. SMITH, F., Jl. Proc. Linn. Soc. Zool. VII, p. 3!9, <r tEumenee pullatus, Ceram).
The holotype (Oxf. Mus.) is a female from Ceram, it represents a species
which appears to be closely allied to P. quadrispinosus and may perhaps be
regarded as a subspecies only. It differs from the Javan form of P. quadrispi-
nasus as follows:
Entirely black, except for a small spot between the antennae, and the
antennal scape, which are pale yellow.
Slightly larger, puneturation somewhat coarser, especially on the frons,
the temples, the mesonotum and the mesopleura. Postscutellum with some
distinct punctures. Sculpture of propodeum distinctly coarser. Thorax clothed
with dense, short, black pubescence. Wings more distinctly yellowish.
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Pareumenes (Pareumenes) f'ulvipennis (CA!;I.).
! 1898. CAMERON, P., M{:lU. Manch, Soc. 42 (11), p. 39, <? (Pte)'ochilu8 (sid!) fn~'vi]Jennis,
Poena) .
This species must be placed in the genus Pareumenes, it is allied to P.
quadrispinosus S.\ rss,
Ferruginous ; most of the head, pronotum and coxae I yellow; second tergitc
with two ill defined yellow spots, the following segments with yellow apical
Iasciae. Clypeus more distinctly deni.ite than in P. quadriepinosus var. jnuClnus
m., mesopleura less punctate than in thnt form. First abdominal tergite im-
punctate above, distinctly punctate posteriorly at the sides.
The holotype is a female from Poena, cell. HonrKEY (Oxl. Mus.), labelled:
"Pi. flavipennis". The mouth parts arc mounted on a slide, which bears a
label: "fulvipennis" /
Pareumenes (Pareumenes) artifex (S:'>I.).
! 1861. SMITH, F., JI. Proe. Linn. Soc, Zool V, p. 86, 'i? tEumenee artiie», Makassar),
1935. SOIKA, A. G., Ann. Mus, Civ. Stor. Nat. Genova LVII, p. 140, ~ (Parewnenes
(Pare~(menes) artije», Makassar).
The holotype, a female from Makussar , is in the Museum nt Oxford. I
possess a female from South Cclehes, recently collected by Mr. :\.WlBOWO.
Pareumenes (Pareumenes) vindex (S:M.).
! 1859. SMITH, F., Jol. Proc. Lirm. Soc. Zoo1. Ill, p. 20, (1 (E'~onenes vindex, Celebes).
1882. lVIAINDRON, lVI., Ann. Soc. Ent. France (6) H, p. 269 tEurnenes poniiiorrnis var,
vindex) •
1935. SOIKA, A. G., Ann. Mus. Civ. Stor. Nat. Geneva, LVII, p. 142, (1, fig. IV (Pa?'-
eumen.es (Pa?'eumenes) vindex, Makasser) .
SOIKA believes that P. vinclex will probably prove to be the male of P.
irtijex, but until more material is available, it may be regarded us a separate
pecies, In P. uirule» the first and second abdominal segments arc less densely
.unctate, the apical spines of the propocleum are shorter and the emargination
f the clypeus is somewhat deeper than in P. artiiex. P. uuulex has the legs
allow, variegated with reel and black, the legs of P. arlijex are for the most
art reddish.
areumenes (Pareumenes) multicolor SOlKA.
1935. SOIKA, A. G., Ann. Mus, Civ, Stor. Nat. Genova LVII, p. 138, <? (Pa.re~l?nelles
(Parcumenee) multicolo?', Soembav~a, 'I'ambora) .
ireumenes (Pareumenes) secundus {D.~I,LA Tonns) .
.862. SMITH F., J1. Pr oc. Linn, Soc. Zool. VI, 1862, p, 58,' ~ (Odyne?"us [allti», Gilolo;
nee SAUSS. 1852).
889. DALLA TORRE, K. W. VON, Wien. Ent. Ztg. 8, p. 12[i (Odlln.enw secundus).
!W4. DALLA TORRE, K. W. VON, Cat. Hyrn. IX, p. 95 (Odyn,e1'us S'ecundll.';).
904. DALLA TORRE, K. W. VON, Gen. Insect. 19, Vespidae, p. 54 (Odyne?'ns secnndus).
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This species is allied to Pareumenes multicolor SOlKA; according to my
notes the abdominal petiole of S~nTH's type is somewhat shorter and wider.
Subgenus Pseumenes SOlKA.
Pareumenes (Pseumenes) depressus SAUSS. (fig. 3b).
1854. SAUSSURE, H. DE, Et. fam. Vesp. Suppl. p. 135, <i'(Pa,reu1nenes depressa. India).
1897. BINGHAM:C. T., Fauna of Br. India, Hym. I, p. 00,7, <i'0' iBumenee depressa;
India, Tenasserim).
1929. DOVER, C., Bull. Raffles Mus, H, p. 44 tPareusnenee depressa, Borneo, Sar a-
wak).
1935. PIEL, 0., Notes d'Entom. Chin. N, fase. 6 (Parewmenes quudriepinoeus, China).
In the British Museum this species is represented by specimens from Sikkim,
China, Siam, Teriasserim (Haundraw Valley) and the Malay Peninsula. Father
OCTAVE PIEL, who studied the fascinating life history of this species in detail,
kindly sent me a female from Zo-Se, Kiangsu, Shanghai, and this specimen
appears to agree in many respects with a female from Sumatra, Res. Benkoelen,
Boekit Item {650 m) and a male from Sumatra, Res. Palembang, Pagar Alam
(750 m), resp. June and May 1935 (Mrs. M. E. VVALSU), in my collection.
Structurally, both forms are identical, but there arc some differences in the
coloration: in the latter specimens the lower part of the mesopleura has a
large longitudinal yellow mark, which is absent in the Chinese specimen, fur-
thermore the markings on the abdomen are smaller in the specimens from
Sumatra. All specimens recorded above have two hook-shaped marks on the
mesonotum.
The Javan representative of this species, which is described below, is
remarkable for the reduction of the yellow markings on the head and thorax.
Pareumenes (Pseumenes) depressus SAUSS., var. thoracicus, new. variety
(fig. 3b1).
Fe m a Ie. - Black; head with more or less distinct rudiments of yellow
markings at the base of the' clypeus, on the frons, in the eye-emarginations
and on the temples; in the darkest specimen before me (the holotype) the
clypeus and the eye-emarginations are entirely black. Thorax without yellow
markings, the articular valvulae of the propodeum pale yellowish, translucent.
Coloration of abdomen as in the typical form: first tergite with two elongate
spots behind the middle and a transverse apical fascia which is narrowly in-
terrupted in the middle and laterally bent at right angles to be continued along
the sides of the apical third or fourth of the tergite; second tergite with a
large oval spot on each side at the base; second to fourth tergites with transverse
apical bands, the band on the second tergite broadly emarginate anteriorly ;
fifth tergite with a transverse spot at the apex. Second sternite with a more
or less distinct, elongate spot at the lateral margin on each side, about the
middle of the sternite
Legs black; femora I 'with a minute yellow spot close to the apex; front
side of ,tibiae I with a yellow line; the claw joints of the tarsi of legs I yel-
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lowish, of legs Il and III brownish. 'Wings slightly more yellowish than in
Eumenes arcuaius var. blanch ardi S.-\.Gss.
M ale. - Clypeus with a large, oval, yellow spot, which is more or less
deeply incised anteriorly ; inter-antennal shield with a yellow spot; eye-emar-
ginations yellow; anterior tarsi pale brownish yellow; outer side of tibiae II
with an irregular yellow line. The remainder as in the female.
Length (h. + th. + t, 1 + 2), '!' 18 - 20 mm (a female from Tjibamben
measures only 13 111m), 0 13 - 15 mm.
Holotype: '!', West-Java, Djampang, April 1933, native collector, leg. F.
VERBEEK (coll. m.}; allotype: 0, '\V.-Java, Djarrrpang ,Yetan, Radjamandala,
. Oct. 1936, Mrs. M. E. WALSH (coll. m.) ; paratypes: five females, IV. Java:
Djarnpang ; Djampang Tengah, Tjiangsana, Mrs. WALSH; Tjibamben, F. DUPOXT,
all in my collection; on~ male (locality-label in RITSf]:'IIA'Shandwriting: "Dr.
PLOEM, Sumatra", most probably erroneous l) in Mus. Leiden, The "female
Eumenes from Lawang, Eastern Java, bearing a manuscript name by CA-
MERON"in the British Museum, mentioned by BEQC'AERT(Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist,
10, Il, 1928, p. 170) belongs to the here described variety of P. depreesus.
Pareumenes (Pseumenes) depressus SAl'ss., \'[11'. pictif'rons (8:'11.).
! 18{jl. SMITH, F., JI. Proc. Linin. Zool. V, p. 86, '!' (Ewmenes pictiirone, Celebes,
Makassar) .
1910. MEADE-WALDO, G., Ann. Mng, Nat. Hist. (8) V, p. 46 (PM'eun'w1ws pictifrons).
1935. SOIKA, A. G., Ann, Mus. Civ, Stor. Nat. Genova LVlI, p. 147, '!' (J>W)·e1.l1nenes
(Pseumenes) pictifrons),
This appears to be another colour variety of P. depressu» SAUSS.; in struct-
ure and sculpture it agrees perfectly with my clepTessus-specimens 'from China,
Sumatra and Java.
Black; head with yellow markings as follows: a spot at the base of the
clypeus, the inter-antennal shield, the lower half of the inner orbits, the eye-
emarginations, a median line on the lower part of the frons, the underside of
the first antennal segment, two spots on the vertex and a short line on the
temples; thorax and abdomen entirely black. Femora I and Il, and all tibiae,
marked with yellow, tarsi I pale brown, Il and III dark brown.
The holotype is a female from Makassar (Oxf. Mus.).
Pareumenes (Pseumenes) eximius (S:'II.).
! 1861. SMITH, P., Jl. Proc. Linn, Soc. Zool. V, p, 126, '!' (Eumenes extnttus, Batjan).
1935. SOIKA, A. G., Arm. Mus. Civ, Stor. Nat. Genova LVII, p. 145, ,!" fig. V (Pareu-
?nenes (Pseumenes) eXil1tius).
SOIKA has drawn attention to the close resemblance of this species to P.
Lepressus var. pictiirone. According to this author, the only differences 'would
ippear to be found in the puncturation, which is much denser in P. eximius,
me! in the coloration. However, when I compared the types of both species,
noted that the apical teeth of the propcdeum are distinct in P. tlepressus
'al'. piciijrons, but almost obsolete in P. eximius.
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Pareumenes (Pseumenes) laboriosus (SM.).
! 1861. SMITH, F., J1. Proc. Linn. Soc. Zoo1. V, p. 87, <j> (EwmenBs lab (J'1'i08US,Celebes,
Makassar) .
The holotype is a female from Makassar (Oxf'. Mus.): From the notes
which I made during an examination of the type specimen in 1934 I suspect
that this species comes into the subgenus Pseumenes, but further investigations
an its systematic position will be necessary. Body slender ; the striae on the
sides of the propcdeum moderately sharp. the punctures between them conspic-
uous; the apical teeth of the propodeurn are long and sharp; the posterior
part of the first tergite is almost impunctate in the middle. The clypeus has
a median black spot.
Pareumenes (Pseumenes) politus (SM.).
! 1861. SMITH, F., J1. Proc. Linn. Soc. Zoo1. V, p. 127, <j> (E{wwnes poliius, Batjan).
At present only the female of this species is known, but I suspect that
P. medianue, described from Ceram, will prove to be the male of P. politus.
In addition to SMITH'S description it may be noted that the frons and the
mesonotum are densely punctate, the mesopleura have distinct punctures, and
the punctures on the abdominal petiole are very fine. Postscutellum and pro-
podeum rather coarsely punctate. The clypeus rather deeply ernarginate an-
teriorly and with a large central black spot. ,Yith the exception of the anterior
coxae the legs are entirely ferruginous.
The holotype is a female from Batjan (Oxf. Mus.).
Pareumenes (Pseumenes) medianus (SM.).
! 1863. SMITH, F., J1. Proc. Linn. Soc. Zool, VII, p. 38, c! (Eumenes medianus, Ceram).
In "Genera Insectorum", vol. 19, p. 23 (1904) this species has erroneously
been recorded by VON DALLA TORRE as E. meridianus SM.
According to my notes on the type (a male from Ceram in the Oxford
Museum) this may perhaps be the male of P. politue (SM.). Clypeus entirely
yellowish white, deeply emarginate as in P. poliiue. The line on the lower part
of the frons narrow, abruptly widened between the antennae. As in P. politlls
the legs are Ieruginous, coxae I dark. Puncturation of head and thorax less
regular and slightly coarser than in P. poliius, Abdominal petiole coarsely and
irregularly punctate, more or less rugose. Mesonotum and second and following
abdominal segments entirely black. Puncturation of mesopleura coarse, the
punctures not well defined. Sculpture of the sides of the propodeum not ex-
ceedingly coarse.
Pareumenes (Pseumenes) sublaevis (SM.).
! 1857. SMITH, F., Cat. Hym. Br. Mus. V, p. 23, <j> (Eumenee sublaevie, Borneo, Sara-
wak).
1928. BEQUAERT, J., Arm. M'ag. Nat. Hist. (10) U, p. 171 (Pa?'Ml?IW?WS sublaevis).
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Besides the type in the British Museum I have seen the following specimens:
1 ~ Sumatra, MULLER, 1 <3 N.E. Sumatra, Tancljong Morawa, Serclang, Dr. B.
HAGEN,and 1 <3 S. Borneo, all in Mus. Leiden ; 1 <3N. Borneo, Sarawak, Kuching
(SHELFORD)in Oxford M us. {no.11321).
Pareumenes (Pseumenes) volatilis (SM.).
! 1863. SMITH, F., JI. Proc. Linn. Soc. Zool. VII, p. 38, <j> iEiomenee volatilis, Mysol)
! 1864. SMITH, F., Ibid., VIII, p. 87 (E~.menesvolatilis, N. Guinea).
1935. SOIKA, A: G., Ann. Mus. Civ. Stor. Nat. Genova LVII, p. 148, <j>, fig. VI (Par.
e~.menes (Pse~.menes) volatilis).
The Leiclen Museum possesses a female from Aru (ROSL','BERGleg.) , whicl
differs in coloration from the holotype as follows: clypeus wit.h only a black
spot in the middle (in the type with a median black line, which is triangularly
dilated in its upper half); first abdominal segment with a distinct apical yello«
band, which is incised (almost int.errupted) in the middle anteriorly ; the spot,
at the base of the second tergite larger; the apical bands of the second anr
third tergites entire, rather wide at the sides, the median portion anteriorlj
with two shallow emarginations; the fourth tergite with a yellow band whicl
is abbreviated at the sides.
Eumenes LATH.
Eumenes (Eumenes) multipictus SAl'SS.
1855. SAUSSURE, H. DE, Rev. Mag. Zool. (2) 7, p. 372, <3 tEusnenee muliipicta, Suma
tra) .
19,31. DOVER, C" JI. Fed, Mal. St, MllS, 16, p, 253 tEwmenee muliiqrictus, Malaya)
1935. SOIKA,A. G" Ann. Mus. Civ. Stor. Nat. Genova LVIT, p. 126, <j>J., pl. Il, fig.
(Eumenes acue, Borneo, Sumatr a, Java).
SOIKA'Sexcellent description leaves no doubt that his E, ac((s is identiea
with E, multipictue SAUSS,This species is widely spread in the Ma lavsian sub
region; it is apparently restricted ,to the forests.
M a I a y a: Pahang, 1000 ft., jungle (DOVER, l.o.l ; Singapore (Br. Mus.'
S u 111 at r a: "Sumatra" (there are specimens from this is1and in the Britis
Museum, but I did not see the type); Marang (SOIKA, l.c.}; Serdang, Tandjon
Morawa, Dr. B, HAGEN (Mus, Leiden); Lampong Dish., Soengeilangka Est
Mt. Betoeng (400 m), 27 III 1937, Mrs, VANDERVECHT (coIl. m.).
Ban k a I sI.: Toboali, 3 XII 1935 (I bred a ,:J from a clay cell whie
contained a number of small Geometric! caterpillars; the cell was affixed to
rootlet, sheltered by an overhanging bank at the side of a sunken road),
B 0 r ne 0: Sarawak (SOIKA, l.c.) ; Sarawak, Kuching, SIU-:LFORD(Mu
Oxf., nrs. 11181, 11195, 11196); W. Borneo, Bengkajang, Ledo (Sambas River
25 VII 1933, H. R. A. MULJ.JER(colI. m.}; S, coast of Borneo (1VIus. Leiden).
We s t - J a v a: Djasinga, 28 IV 1935, author; Djampang (Mt. Tjisoerc
and Bibidjilan)., Mrs. M, E. YVALSH;Djampang Wetan, Radjamandala, 1\11'
M. E. WALSH (all in my collection); E a s t - J a " a: Kalipare (SOII{A, l.c.):
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Eumenes (Omicroides) singularis S~1.
! 1858. SMITH, F., JI. Proc. Linn. Soc. Zool. H, p. 109, 2 (Eumenes singtil.a1'is, Sarawak).
1882. MAINDRON,IV!., Ann. Soc. Ent. France (6) n, p. 268 (Eumcnes poniijormis,
var. singulaTis).
1935. SOIKA, A. G., Ann. Mus. Civ. Star. Nat. Genova LVII, p. 129, <j'; fig. H;
pI. Il, fig. 1 (Eilmenes (01nicroides .n. subg.) singu.la1-is, Sarawak, Perak).
The holotype, a <j' from Sarawak, is in the Oxford Museum. The Museum




! 1857. SMITH, F., Cat. Hym. Br. Mus, V, p. 61, 0 (Odyn.e1'u.s ,fmgilis, Borneo).
! 1861. SMITH, F., Jl. Proe. Linn. Soc. Zool. V, p. 89, <j' (Odynen!s petulane, Celebes,
Makassar) .
! 1862. SMITH, F., Ibid. VI, p. 5S (Oclynenls 1)u~ctdipennis, nee SM. 1858, Gilolo).
! 1862. SAUSSURE, H. DE, Stett. Ent. Ztg. 23" p. 195, <j'o (Odynen!s f1'agilis, Borneo).
1897. BINGHAM,C. T., Fauna Br. India, Hym. I, p. 367 (Odyruwu.s f7'C!·gilis, Burma,
Tenasserim, Borneo).
! 1902. CAMERON,P., JI. Straits Br. As. Soc. 37, p. 114, (Odynen(s lyb(~, Borneo,
Sarawak) .
! 1905. CAMERON,P., Tijdschr. v . Ent. XLVIII, p. 77, OS' (Odyn.erus dreecheri, Java,
Tjandi near Semarang).
1908. CAMERON,P., Deutseh. Ent. Zcitschr., p. 561, 0 (Odyne1't~ brooksii, Borneo, Sa-
rawak, Kuehing).
1929. DOVER,C., Bull. Raffles Mus. 2, p. 45 (Odyne1''US f11a.gilis, Singapore Island).
1934. SGHULTHESS,A. VON, Arb. morph. tax. Ent. Ber lin-Dahlern, 1, pp. 92-94, <j'd'
(Odynenls (Lionotus) jmgilis, Java, Formosa, Phi!. Isl.).
This species has usually been regarded as an Odunerus, but it belongs to
the genus Pachymenes as defined by BEQUAERT (1918) ; according to this authority
it is exactly like the small African Pachymenes. A good description is given
by Von SCHULTHESS (1934). ,
Pachymenes j?'Ogl:ziS is a widely distributed species; in J ava it is one of the
commonest Vespidae and OCCUl'E' everywhere in the cultivated areas from the'
plains up to about 1000 - 120'0 m above sea-level.'
As appears from the list of synonyms, P. jragilis has been described or
recorded by S~[lTJ! and C.-DIEROX under various names, which, after a study
of the types. can no longer be regarded as valid. I did not Eel; the type of
OclynCl'1IS brooksii CA;'!., but the description leaves no doubt that it is based
upon a specimen of P iragilis (8;\1.).
It may be noted that a Iew specimens from Siberoet, :\Ientawei Isl. (Mus,
Buitenzorg), have an interrupted transverse Iascia at the base of the posterior
part of the first tergite. A similar coloration is present in some specimens from
Java in my collection, in a few others only small lateral spots are present.
Also in specimens from Formosa the base and the sides of the posterior part
of the first tergite are more or less marked with yellow.
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Apart from these minor differences, the coloration of this species is rather
constant, even in widely separated localities, and it is therefore of special
interest, that M. A. LIEFTINCK discovered in 1930 a melanistic variety in the
Karimon Djawa Islands, North of Java, which up to the present has not been
observed elsewhere.
P. fragilis (8M.), var. karimonensis, new variety.
~ - Black, with only the following pale yellow markings: a transverse
line at the base of the clypeus, a spot between the antennae, a line on the
underside of the first antennal segment, a small spot in the eye-emargination,
a short stripe along the upper part of the outer orbits and a narrow line on
the posttegulae. Tips of mandibles, tarsi, anterior tibiae and extreme apices
of abdominal segments brownish. 'Wings more strongly infuscated than in the
typical form.
d - Similar to the female; first abdominal segment either entirely black
(allotype) or with a narrow, yellow, apical fascia,
Karimon Djawa Island, North of Java, 22 - 30 Nov. 1930, lVI. A. LIEFTINCK;
holotype {S?) and allotype (d) in Mus. Buitenzorg, paratypes (1 <il, 1 0') in
my collection.
Pachymenes icarioides (BINGH.) (fig. 4).
! 1897: BINGHAM,C. T., Fauna of Br. India, Hym. I, p. 372, <il (Odynenls icc(?"ioides,
Tenasserim) .
Fig. 4. - First and second ab-
dominal segments of female of
Pachspmenes iC(1)l'ioides (BINGH.),
lateral view.
This species is closely allied to P. fragilis {SM.) and differs from it mainly
111 the sculpture, size and coloration.
S?- Head, seen in front, slightly wider than high (39: 36); clypeus wide!
than high (17: 15), its apex slightly emarginate with dentiform angles, the
distance between the angles less than 14 of the total width of the clypeus
Mandibles with rather acute teeth. Inter-antennal shield with a median longi-
tudinal carina. Posterior ocelli almost 11/2 times as far from the eyes as f'rorr
each other. Vertex with two minute tubercles
behind the ocelli 1). Thorax about the same
shape as in P. fragilis; as in that species th:
postscutellum is bituberculate and consists of 2
short horizontal and a much longer vertica
portion, and the propodeum has a well clevelopec
tooth on each side ·at the apex just above th:
articular valvula; in the present species thes:
teeth are somewhat wider at the base than ir
jragilis. Abdomen: fig. 4; as seen from above, the second segment is about FA
times as wide as the first (38 : 24).
") These tubercles are also present in P. f1'c~gilis; apparently they have beer
overlooked by VON SCHULTHESS (l.c., pp,. 92 - 94). The tubercles are most readily ob
served when the head is looked at from the front with a strong lens.
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Puncturation denser and coarser than in P. iragilis, especially on the frons,
the pro- and mesonotum, the scutellum, the mesopleura and the posterior portion
of the first tergite; these parts are uniformly reticulately punctate. Puncturation
of second abdominal segment slightly denser and coarser than in iraaiiis.
In coloration this species differs from [rcunlis as follows: there is no yellow
spot on the frons between the antennae, the spots in the eye-incisions and on
the temples arr very small, the tegulae are ferruginous. the mesopleura and
scutellum arc entirely black, the postscutellum has a transverse yellow band,
interrupted in the middle, the apical teeth of the propodeum are almost entirely
yellow, the second abdominal tergite has no yellow lateral spots at. the base,
the third segment is black, its apical margin Iuscous, the following segments
entirely dark fuscous. Legs as in P. imgilis. Anterior margin of the fore wings
slightly less infuscate than in that species.
Length (b. +- th. + t. 1 + 2), 9 mm.
Described from it female from N.W. Borneo, Sarawak , Kuching, R. SHEL-
FORD,in the Oxford university - Museum (no, 1900, 11224). I compared this
specimen with BINGHAM'Stvpe in the British Museum in 1934,
Pachymenes petiolatus (8:.1.).
! 1859. SMITH, F., JI. Proe. Linn. Soc. Zool. Ill, p, 164, <j> (Odyne1'Us petiolaius, Aru).
! 1861. SMITH, F., Ibid. V, p. 129, r3' (Odyne1''Us »etiolatue, Dory, N. Guinea).
1894. DALLA TORRE, K. W, VON,Cat. Hyrn. IX, p. 88 (Odynenu; 1Jetiola.tus).
1904. DALLATORRE, K. W. VON,Gen. Insect. 19, Vespidae, p. 51 (Odynf?'US petiolatus).
! 1906. CAMERON,P., Nova Guinea, V, 1, p. 65, <j> tEwmenes s1Jilionotus, N. Guinea).
! 1928. BEQUAERT,J., Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (10), II, p. 159, <j> tPochsrmenee spilonotus).
1932. BEQUAERT, J., Res. scient. voy. Ind. rieerl. Leopold, vol. IV, fasc. 5, p. 50
(Ropalidic~ petiolate),
In general appearance this remarkable wasp is somewhat like 111ontezumia
impavida BINGH" but structurally it is markedly different. BEQuAERT (928)
studied CA;VIERON'~specimen from Manoekwari in the British Museum (holotype
of Eumenes spilonotusv, but was unable to examine the mcuthparts and there-
fore would not exclude the possibility that. the species belongs t.o the genus
Montezumia. However, as the maxillary and labial pal pi are respectively 6-
and 4-jointed, it may be preliminarily placed in the genus Pachymenes, although
it differs much from the other Oriental and Papuan representatives of that
heterogeneous group.
Odynerus LA'l'R,
The foilowing species have been described as Odunerus, but belong to other
genera:
Pareuuienes eecundus (DALLATORRE) = ! Odunerus fallax S:\lITH (J1. Proc.
Linn. Soc. Zool. VI, 1862, p, 58, <j>, nee SAUSS, 1852) =Oclynerus secundus DALLA
TORRE,Wien. Ent. Ztg. 8, p. 125, 1889). - Type locality: Gilolo (= Halma-
hera) .
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Pachymenes petiolatus (S::IfITH)= ! Odynenls petiolatns S::IIITH(Jl. Proc.
Linn. Soc. Zool. III, 1859, p. 64, S'). - Type locality: Aroe. (For further
synonymy see p, 279).
Ropalidia jaculator (S;VIITH)= ! Odynems [allax S!lllTH (,TI. Proc. Linn.
Soc. Zool. VII, 1863, p. 40, S'; nee SAliSS. 1852, nee S.\[JTH 1862) = Odynerus
jac1dator S::IlITH (Ibid., XI, 1871, p. 377) = Odynenls tertius DALL.\ TORRE
(Wien. Ent. Ztg. 8, 1889, p. 125). - Type locality: Misool.
Apparently DALLA·TORRE has overlooked the fact that SMITH renamed his
second "Odunerus fallax" in 1871.
Ropalidia mysolica (DALLA TORRE) = ! Odimeru« conspicuus S::IlITH(Jl.
Proc. Linn. Soc. Zool. VII, 1863, p. 40, <?; nec SAUS8. 1857) = Odynerus myso-
licus DALLATORRE (Wien. Ent. Ztg. 8, 1889, p. 125). - Type locality: Misool.
Ropalidia [uluopruinosa (CAM.) = ! Odynerus {Leionotns) iuluopruinoeus
CAMERON(Tijdschr. v. Ent. XLIX, 1906, p. 225). - Type locality: Etna Bay,
New-Guinea.
Odynerus brunnipes (FAI3R.).
1804. FABRICIUS, J. G., Syst. Piez., p. 265, no. 66 (VeSl)a, bnmnipes, Sumatr a) .
1852. SAUSSURE, H. DE, Et. f'am. Vesp. I, p. 264 (unknown to DE SAUSSURE:
"probablement un Odynenls").
1867. SAUSSURE, H. DE, Reise Novara, Zool. 2 (I), p. 12, S', pl. T, f ig. 7 (Odynenls
ja,va,nus, Java, Batavia).
Long ago, FABRICtG8 described, under the name l'espa brunnipes, a wasp
from Sumatra, which up to the present has not been recognized by the sub-
sequent authors. Though the description is based upon colour characters only,
it is complete enough to allow without doubt the identification of FABRIClUS'
insect with Odnjnerus [auiuiu« S.H'88., a common species in Sumatra and Java.
The Sumatran specimens have exactly the same ('0\0\"'0.\'\0\\ a", tho':;c Oc,c,\'\1'l':mg
in Java and therefore the name javanus must be slink into synonymy. In other
parts of the Archipelago this species has developed a number of colour varieties,
some of which have been described by DE SAU8ST.:REand Sxrrrtr as different
species.
The colour forms known to me may be separated as follows:
1. Legs brownish, body almost entirely black .
.. O. brunnipes, "al'. atraiulus. new variety.
Legs ferruginous 2.
2. Body with pale yellow markings; first abdominal tergite with a narrow
yellow apical fascia O. brunnipes (F.), typical form. ~
Thorax with orange-yellow markings: the first abdominal tergite black
with a narrow yellow apical fascia, which is more or less reddish
anteriorly O. brunnipes, var. ignobilis (SM.).
Thorax with brick-red markings; posterior half of the first tergite red
'with a more or less distinct yellow apicad fascia .
. ; O. brunnipes, var.· pocill-urn (SAUSS.).
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The typical form of O. brusuiipes (F.4J3R.) is represented 111my collection
by specimens from various localities in Sumatra, Banka, Java and Bali.
O. brunnipes, var. ignobilis (S:,-1.).
! 1861. SMITH, F., J1. Proc. Linn. Soc. Zool. V, p. 87, <j>tOdsmerue umobilis, Celebes,
. .
Makassar) .
! 1862. SAUSSURE, H. DE, Stett. Ent. Ztg. 23, p. 202, <j><f (Odynenls armatus, Celebes).
Probably ('0111mon in Celebes: Tondano (Mus. Leiden), Makassar (Oxf.
Mus.), Paloe (a series of both sexes in my collection). Specimens from Aroe
(lVIus. Leiden) have the same coloration as those from Celebes.
O. brunnipes, var. pocillum (SAUSS.).
! 1862. SAUSSURE, H. DE, Stett. Ent. Ztg. 23, p. 204, <f tOdsmeru« pocillum, 'I'imor) .
In the collection of the Museum. at Leiden this form is represented by
specimens from Tirnor (including the type) and by a female from the island
Wetter (SCHADLER leg.).
O. brunnipes, var. atratulus, new variety.
Structure and sculpture as in typical O. brunnipes; body almost 'entirely
black, legs brownish; both sexes with a short pale yellow line in the eye-sinus;
0: clypeus almost entirely pale yellow, first antennal segment with a pale yellow
line, £lagellum ferruginous beneath.
Holotype and allotype: resp.<j> and c, Timor, WIENECKE (Mus. Leiden),
paratypes from the same locality in Mus, Leiden and in my collection.
Odynerus maculipennis SM. (fig. 5).
! 1858. SMITH, F., J1. Proc, Lirm. Soc. Zool. H, p. 111, no. ·4, <j>(Odyne1'U8maculipenwis,
Sarawak) .
! 1905. CAl'IIERON,P., Jl. Straits Br. As. Soc. 44, p. 161, <j>(Odyne1'us kuchingensis,
Sarawak).
<j>- Head subcircular; clypeus convex, scarcely longer than wide, somewhat
flattened and strongly narrowed towards the apex, which is about one third
of the total width of the clypcus, the apex ernarginate and rather bluntly
bidentate 1). Vertex with two small tubercles behind the ocelli. Posterior ocelli
somewhat further from the eyes than from each other. Pronotum truncate,
the sides rather strongly converging towards the head. Scutel'um moderately
convex, with a fine median impressed line, nearly obsolete in the middle; post-
scutellum with a short horizontal portion and a much longer vertical face, the
upper margin of the latter slightly emnrginate in the middle, the postscutellum
thus being bituberculate, but not distinctly bidentate. Propocleum entirely
') At a superficial examination, the apical teeth seem .to be rather acute, because
the anterior edge of the clypeus has a brownish margin which is widened in the middle.
vertical, posterior face slightly concave, with a distinct median impressed line;
the sides not carinate, with a distinct. triangular tooth just above the articular
valvula. First and second abdominal segments: fig. 5.
Body slightly shining, frons dull. Clypeus finely,
sparsely punctate, the punctures becoming larger
towards the anterior margin; frons and vertex finely
and densely punctate, more sparsely between the
ocelli; mesonotum less densely punctate medially,
where most of the interspaces are larger than the
punctures; puncturation of mesopleura, scutellum
and the lateral areas of the propodeum fine and
rather sparse; anterior and posterior margins of
the postscutellum crenulate. Puncturation of ab-
domen dense and rather fine.
Black; abundantly marked with yellow as fol-
lows: clypeus, mandibles (except for the teeth),
scape of antennae (except for a dark line above),
a small circular spot between the antennae, the
eye-sinus, a line along the inner orbits from the sinus to the clypeus, a line
behind the eyes, gradually narrowed towards the mandibles; a broad transverse
band on the pronotum (not continued on the sides), tegulae (a brownish spot
in the centre), posttegulae, a large spot on the upper half of the mesopleura,
a broad transverse band, slightly narrowed in the middle, on the scutellurn, it
short transverse line, also narrowed in the middle, on the postscutcllum ; two
large vertical marks, narrowed below, on the sides of the concavity of the
oropodeum ; transverse apical fasciae on the 1st to 5th tergites and 2nd to 5th
sternites, the line on the second segment wider than thc others, that on the
hird tergite very narrow; two irregular lateral spots at the base of the second
ergite and two similar, but smaller; spots on the sternite. Coxae I yellow in
ront, Il and III with a yellow lateral line; trochanters dark; femora I and Il
ellow, with a dark line above, femora III dark, brownish at the apex; tibiae
ellow, Il and III with a dark line on the inner side; tarsi yellowish brown.
lings hyaline with a conspicuous cloud in the apical half of the radial cell
ad the anterior part of the fourth cubi tal cell (fig. 5), veins brownish black,
igma dark brown.
Length (h. + th. + t. 1 + 2), 7 - 8 mm.
Described from two females from N.IV. Borneo, Sarawak, Kuching '(It
ELFORD) in the collection of the Oxford University Museum (1900, nrs, 11218
d 11219); I compared these specimens with the types of O. maculipennis SM.
[us. Oxf.) and of O. lcnchingensis C,\M. (Br. Mus.) in 1934. Recently Mrs.
E. IVALSH collected this species in Borneo: 1 Cjl, E. Borneo, Palawan
sar, May 1937 and 1 9, S. Borneo, 'I'anggarang, Mt. Pandjang, 4 July 1937
11. 111.).
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Fig. 5. - Odsmerus macu-
Lipennis SM.; above: part
of fore wing, below: lateral
view of first and second ab-
dominal segments of female.
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F. SMITH recorded this species from Gilolo (JI. Proc. Linn. Soc. Zool. VI,
1862, p. 58), but according to my notes ,VALLACE'S specimen from that locality
in the Oxford Museum is a male of Pachumenes fragilis (S~I.).
Odynerus latipennis S~1.
- ! 1858. SMITH, F., Jl. Proc. Linn. Soc. Zool. H, p. 112, 9 (Odyne)'1.~slatipenmie, Borneo,
Sarawak) .
During my visit to the Oxford Museum I made the following notes on the
holotype:
Anterior margin of clypeus narrowly truncate. First segment somewhat
narrower than the second. Abdomen very finely punctate, the apical margins
of the first and second tergites distinctly depressed and shining. Scutellum flat,
postscutellum entirely included in the dorsal face of the thorax, the posterior
face formed by the obliquely sloping propodeum only. The vertical base of
the first abdominal tergi te yellow. This species superficially resembles O. ruqi-
frons CAM., but differs from it by the shape of the c1ypeus {anterior margin
slightly emarginate in O. 1'u,gifTons) , the coloration of the mesopleura (black
with yellow spots in the present species; entirely yellow in O. rugifrons) and
the absence of yellow spots on the second abdominal tergite.
Odynerus cilicius CAM.
! 1902. CAlvIERON,P., Jl. Straits Br. As. Soc. 37, p. 111, <jl (Odyne1'1.tscilicius, Borneo,
Sarawak, Kuching).
1910. M'EADE-WALDO,G., Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (8) 6, (p. lOO?).
According to MEADE-WALDO, this species is identical with O. latipennis
S~I., but having seen the types of both species, I do not believe that his view
is correct. O. ciiicius has the head and the thorax rather sparsely and super-
ficially punctate, whereas these parts are more strongly punctate in O. latipennis.
The propodeum is rounded at the sides, the anterior half of the first ab-
dominal tergite is yellow, the second tergite has two transverse yellow bands.
which are anastomosing at the sides. Puneturation of the abdomen very fine
and superficial.
The holotype is a female from Sarawak, Kuching (Br. Mus.).
Odynerus hewittii CAM.
! 1907. CAMERON,P., Amn. Mag. Nat. Hist. (7) 20, p. 82, cl (Odynet'1.ts hewittii, Sarawak,
Kuching).
First abdominal segment. truncate anteriorly, but without a transverse
ridge or carina; coloration almost exactly the same as in Ancistrocerus bila-
muuiiu« v. D. YECHT (p. 292), with which species it agrees moreover in many
structural characters; the puneturation is, however, finer and sparser than in
that species and the depressed and translucent posterior margins of the abdo-
minal segments are extremely narrow.
<3- Head slightly wider than high, widest above the middle; clypeus some-.
what wider than long, strongly narrowed towards the truncate apex, which
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is slightly broader than 14 of its greatest width. Inter-antennal shield with a
strong longitudinal carina; frons almost flat. Posterior ocelli P!2 times as far
from each other as from the eyes, ancl about as far from each other as from
the occiput. Third antennal segment nearly 11/2 times as long as the fourth,
ultimate segment small and recurved, its end reaching the apex of the tenth
segment.
Pronotum truncate, the horizontal part much narrowed in the middle,
where the posterior flattened margin is contiguous with the transverse carina
over a distance greater than the space between the ocelli, the sides rather
strongly converging towards the head. Mesonotum slightly wider than long;
scutellum and postscutellum flat, the latter entirely included in the horizont.al
face of the thorax. Horizontal area of the propodeurn well developed laterally
(its sides parallel at the base, converging posteriorly ), almost linear and strongly
impressed in the middle, the posterior face concave, with a strong, median,
impressed line, entirely margineclby a fine carina, the sides below angular as
in Ancistrocerue bilaminatus.
First abdominal segment truncate anteriorly, higher than long, the post-
erior portion distinctly wider in the middle than at the sides. Se~ond segment,
seen from above, .less than 1% times as wide as the first. The depressed and
tr auslucent iposterior margins of all the segments very narrow, and not flared,
much narrower than in Ancisirocerus septemiasciatus and allied species.
Puncturation finer and sparser than in Ancisirocerus biiaminaius, similar
to that of Odimeru« quiiulaius SAUSS.; the interspaces on the frons and meso-
notum distinct, flat and quite dull ; vertex more sparsely punctate, the two
longitudinal yellow lines on the mesonotum slightly raised and almost im-
punctate; mesopleura densely punctate, metapleura impunctate and shining;
the dorsal lateral areas of the propodeum irnpuncta te at the base, posteriorly
with a row of large and deep punctures along the carina bordering the con-
cavity, the latter irnpunctatc and shining; the ventral lateral areas with irregular
punctures and striae, most coarsely sculptured in their upper part. First and
second abdominal segments with a few indistinct punctures at the sides, the
remainder of the abdomen irnpunctate.
Black; abundantly marked with yellow as follows: clypeus, mandibles
(except for their margins), underside of first antennal segment, ocular sinus,
a line from the sinus to the clypeus, a longitudinal mark (narrowed above
and widened below) on the frons between the anterior ocellus and the antennal
shield, a triangular spot.on each side of the vertex (situated behind the ocelli
and almost touching the eyes), R line on the temples, a broad transverse line
(widened at the sides) on the pronotum, two lines on the mesonotum, two large
spots on the mesopleura, tegulae (except for a brownish spot in the centre),
posttegulae, a transverse band on the anterior % of the scutellum (emarginate
posteriorly), a transverse line on the postscutellum ; a large mark on the pro-
podeum, interrupted in the middle and covering the dorsal lateral areas, the
upper and posterior margins of the ventral lateral areas, and the upper and,
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lateral margins of the concavity: a transverse band at the base of the posterior
portion of the first abdominal tergite,a band near the base of the second
tergitc, and similar bands on the posterior margins of the Ist to 6th tergites.
The two bands on the first and the second tergites are connected laterally by
3 short longitudinal line; the basal band of the second tergite is rather strongly
dilated at the sides; the apical bands of the five anterior tergites are narrowly
incised in the middle; the seventh tergite has an indistinct yellow spot in the
middle near the apex. The second sternite is yellow, with a large, quadrate,
black spot at the base; the third to sixth sternites have yellow apical fasciae.
Legs yellow ; posterior face of coxae II and III, trochanters, and lines on all
femora and tibiae brownish black; apical tarsal segments ferruginous.
\rings subhyaline, iridescent, darker along the anterior margin, with an
ill defined and not very dark cloud in the apical two thirds of the radial cell
and the upper margin of the fourth cubital cell.
Length (h. + th. + t. 1 + 2), 0: 9 mm.
Described from two males from Borneo; Sarawak, Kuching (SHELFORD leg.)
in the Oxford Museum (nrs. 1900: 11199 and 11216); in 1934 I compared these
specimens with the holotype of Odynenls hewittii CAM. (which is from the
same locality) in the British Museum.
CAMERON'Sremarkable conceptions of the structure of his objects of "study"
are well demonstrated by the following quotation from his description of the
coloration of the abdomen: " the first abdominal segment at the top of
the apical slope, its apex and the apices of the following seven (sic l ) segments,
dilated laterally and that on the seventh also in the middle, a mark in the
centre of the eighth yellow".
Odynerus guttulatus SADSS.
! 1862. SAUSSURE',H. DE, Stett. Ent. Zeitg. 23<,p. 200, ?(Oclynerus guttu[atus, Sumatra).
1891. GRIBODO;G., Bull. Soc. ent. Ital. XXIII, p. 297, Sl (Odyn'f3'I~us guttulatus),
? 1897. BINGHAM,C. T., Fauna Br. India, Hym. I, p, 368, Sl (Oclyne?'us rnuttipictus,
India, Borneo) (nec multipictus SM'.?).
! 1908. CAMERON.P., Deutsch. E:nt. Zeitschr., p. 562, Sl (Oclynenls s[~ntt~bongensis, Bor-
neo: Santubong).
The holotype of O. quttulatus SAUSS., a female from Sumatra (MULLER
leg.), is in the Leiden Museum. H. DE SACSSCRE believed this species to be
conspecific with O. muiiipictus SM. (1858, nec S.\1. 1859) from Borneo, but it
is undoubtedly different, as has been noted by GlUBODO (1891).
Whether the specimens recorded by BlliGH,\;\:I (1897), YONSCllCLTHESS (1914)
and DOVER (1929) as O. muliipictus S.\1. were correctly identified, remains
doubtful; I suspect that at least some of them will prove to belong to O. qut-
iulaiu« SAUSS.
The holotype of quitulatus has two yellow lines on the mesonotum, the
clypeus is yellow with an irregular black spot in the middle, the yellow mark
on the scutellum is excavated posteriori)" the postscutellum bears a narrow
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transverse yellow fascia, the mcsoplcura ha \'C two vellow spots, and the first
abdominal segment has two transverse vellow fasc-iae. the first of which is
widely interrupted in the middle and abbreviated at the sides. I was not able
to find any differences of importance between typical quttulatus and the holo-
type of O. santubonqensie CA:"!., which I examinee! in the British Museum,
Besides the specimens mentioned above I studied 4 '?'? and 3 rJo from
S. Sumatra, Larnpong Districts (Kasoei, Keda tori, Oosthaven, Soengeilangka),
1 r3 from 'Y. Borneo, Bengkajang (Ledo at the Sambas-river, Dr. H. R. A.
lVIuLLER leg.) (all in my collection), and 29<;>and 1 0 from X Borneo, Sarawak
(Kuching, SHELFORD leg.) in the Oxford Xluscum (nrs. 11204, 11213 and 11212).
The yell 0 1''' lines on the mesonotum are very small in some specimens, the
post.scutellum is usually black, and in the male sex the spot on the clypeus
is sometimes entirely absent.
The following two forms have been described as separate species, but as
I am unable to find any characters in structure or sculpture, by which they
differ from O. quttulatus, I prefer to regard them as colour varieties of that
species.
O. guttulatus, var. heterospiJus (CA:'1.).
! 1907. CA.1'I!ERON,P., Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (7) 20, p. 85, ¥ (Ancist?"oCe1"11S megaspilus,
Sar awak, Kuching).
! 1914. MEADE-WALDO, G., Ann. Mag. Nat, Hist, (8) 14, p. 405 (Odynerus megaspilus),
1931. DOVER, C., JI. Fed. Mal. St. Mus. 16, p. 255 (OclY'Yllell"Us 'ntegaspilus, Selangor,
Peninsular Siam).
It is doubtful whether this form will prove to be constantly different from
typical quttulatus. The clypeus is entirely yellow, the posterior margin of the
transverse yellow band on the scutellum is almost straight. - Mcsonotum with
two yellow lines as in the typical form.
I studied 2 ~'jl and 1 0 from the type lccalitv (Borneo, Sarawak, Kuching,
SHELFORD leg.; Oxford Mus., nrs, 11209, 11215 and 11217), which I had com-
pared with the holotype of O. meqaspiius in the British Museum in 1934. In
my collection are 1 ~ and 3 00 from S. Surnatra (Benkoelen and Larnpong
Districts) and 1 0 from Banka Island.
O. guttulatus, var: megaspilus (C:\:'Il.).
! 1907. CAMERON, P., Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (7) 20, p. 84, <jl (Odynel'lls h.eterospilus,
Sarawak, Kuching).
The holotype of this species, a female from Borneo, is in the British Museum.
It bears a label in CAMERO rs handwriting: "Oduneru« eruthrospilue type",
but as far as I know, CAMERON never described an Odimerue from Borneo und-er
that name. As· the specimen mentioned agrees perfectly with the description
of O. heterospilus, I cannot doubt that it is correctly regarded as the type
of that species. Similar errors are frequently met with in CAMEROl\"S work.
The present variety differs from typical quitulatus as follows:
s
e
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C:j' - Clypeus entirely yellow; mandibles yellow, their margins brownish; tl
spot above the inter-antenna! shield about half as long as in guttulatus; tl
vertex, the posterior angles of the prcnotum and two spots on the mesonotu
dull reddish; the extent of the latter markings is apparently variable. Anterii
and posterior margins of the tegulac y ellow ; the transverse band on' the scute
lum narrow, the postscutellum black. First abdominal segment orange-re
marked with yellow as in quitulatus, but the transverse spots at the base,
the posterior portion sometimes indistinct. Second tergite without lateral yello
spots; second sternite black with a naITO\\' , yellow, apical fascia, the base ar
the sides sometimes more or less yellowish; the third to fifth segments wii
narrow, pale brownish, apical fasciae, the sixth segment yellow, brownish
the base. Legs: anterior face of coxae I yellow, coxae Il and III with a later
yellow line, trochanters brownish, femora I and Il and all tibiae yellow, eat
with a longitudinal brownish line, femora III brown, tarsi yellow.
Described from 2 9C:j' from Borneo, Sarawak, Kuching (SHELFORDleg.)
the Oxford Museum (nrs. 11244 and 11245). In 1934 I compared these specimei
with CAMERON'Stype in the British Museum.
O. guttulatus, var. nigridorsus, new variety.
This is the J avan representative of O. quttulaius, It appears to be
constantly different from the' typical form, that it deserves to be regarded
a variety. It differs from the typical form in having the clypeus entirely yello
whereas the yellow lines on the mesonotum are always absent. Postscutellu
always black. The transverse yellow lines at the base of the posterior porti.
of the first tergite are often more or less reduced.
Holotype: C:j', W. Java, Djasinga (lOO 111), 15 XI 1936; allotype: 0, fro
the same locality, 28 IV 1935 (author); para types from several localities
W. Java (Depok, Buitenzorg, Tjiampea, Tapes on Mount Gedeh, Soekaboen
Djampang, Wijnkoopsbay ) ~ncl from Baoeng and Poerwodadi in E. Java; i
in my collection. This species occurs in light forests up to about 800 111 abo
sea-level.
Odynerus boholensis v. SCHULTIl.
1ge4, SCHULTHESS,A. VON, Arb. morph. tax. Ent. Berlin-Dahlom I, no. 2, pp. 91 - !
~o(Odyne1'US (Lionotus) boholeneis, Philippine Islands).
Dr. A. VaN SCHULTHESSkindly sent me a paratype (0 from Bohol) of tl
species, which appears to be very closely allied to O. quitulaiue. It diffr
from the latter as follows: anterior margin of clypeus with a deep triangul
incision; puncturation of head and thorax sparser, the interspaces shinin
dorsal lateral areas of propodeum with distinct punctures, ventral lateral are
almost impunctate and shining. Depressed apical margin of second abdomir
tergite extremely narrow.
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Odynerus duplostrigatus v. SCHU TH.
1934. SCHULTHESS,A. vo«, Arb. morph. tax. Ent. Berlin-Dahlern I, no. 2, pp. 95 - 96,
(M (Odynenls (Lionotl!s) tlu'plostriqo.tus, Philippine Islands).
A female from Sarawak, Kuching (SIlELfORD) in the Oxford ::\Iuseum (no.
11214) may safely be regarded as belonging to this species. The clypeus has
a short longitudinal black line in the middle, the inner or-bib above the sinus
are black, there is a yellow spot on each side between the ocellus and the eye;
the scutellum has two yellow spots, ancl the lateral and posterior margins of
the second abdominal sternite are yellow. Otherwise agreeing with the original
descri ption.
Odynerus multipictus S:"I1.
! 1858. SMITH, F., JI. Proe. Linn. Soc. Zool. IT, p. 112, <.i' (Odyne?'us muliipictue, Borneo,
Sar awak) (nee O. multipictlls SM. 1859).
In coloration very similar to O. quiiulaius Sxuss. The following differences
may be noted: yellow lines on mesonotum longer and wider ; the yellow spot
on the lower part of the mesopleura larger; the basal band of the first abdo-
minal segment well developed, much longer than the posterior band which is
abbreviated at the sides.
O. multipicius may easily be distinguished from O. gutttdatlls by the much
coarser sculpture, the frons, vertex, pro- and mesonotum and mesopleura being
coarsely reticulately punctate, without any flat interspaces. The yellow lines
on the mesonctum are somewhat raised and almost impunctate. Concavity of
propodeum bordered by a strong carina, incised and more or less distinctly
bidentate in its upper part. First abdominal tergite with a very faint trans-
'verse ridge, this species thus being more or less intermediate between Odynenls
and Ancistrocerus. The posterior margin of the abdominal tergites not depressed;
the anterior three tergites distinctly, but sparsely and rather finely, punctate,
In the male the clypeus is yellow, with a brownish spot of variable size
at the apex, the latter vcrv slightly cmnrginate ; the last antenna! segment
"lender and recurved, almost reaching the middle of the tenth segment.
I studied a Iemale from Borneo, Sarawak, Kuching (Oxf. Mus., no. 1900,
11198) which I compared with S~UTH'S type in the snme Museum in 1934.
In the Museum at Buitenzorg is a <.i' Irorn II'. Sumatrn, Padang, Nov. 1924
(C. BODENKLOSS and N. SMEDLEY). In .Iava this species is rare and apparently
restricted to the primary forests. W. Java: 19, Djarnpang, F. A. TB. H. VERBEEK,
1 <.i', Radjamandala (400 111), 1 <.i' 1 0, E. Priangan, Penandjoeng; E. Java: 1
<.i' 1 6, Tengger (1000 m), 1 6, '\Yaterfnll Baoeng (400 m), Mrs. ::\1. E. 'YALSH
(coll. m.): The last specimen may be regarded as the allotype.
It is uncertain whether the specimens recorded as O. multipictus S:-1. by
BINGHAM{Fauna Br. India, Hym I, 1897, p. 368), vox Scm;LTHESS (Zool. Jahrb.
Syst. 37, 1914, p. 266) and DO\'ER (Bull. Raffles lVIus. 2, 1929, p. 45) really
belong to this species; I suspect that these authors did not distmgui.L O. niul-
tipictus SM. from O. gutt1.llah(,s SAUSS.
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In the specimens from J ava the yellow markings are slightly less extensive
than in those from Borneo and Sumatra.
Odynerus obscurus (Sxi.):
! 1858. SMITH, F., Jl. Pree. Linn. Soc. Zcol. IT, p. 110,.'1' (Rhynch'i~(m ObSCU1'l1m, Borneo,
Sarawak) .
As far as I know, this species has not been recorded since it was described
bySMITH in 1858. I studied a b from Borneo, Sarawak, Kuching in the collection
of the Oxford Museum, which I compared with the type in 1934, and a '1' from
Sumatra, Benkoelen, Tandjong Sakti, May 1935 (Mrs. M. E. 'Y,I.LSH) in my
collection.
O. obscurus is closely allied to the common O. arqeniaius (F.), but in both
sexes it is easily separated from that species by the following characters:
Body stouter ; head slightly flatter; clypeus truncate anteriorly (not emar-
ginate, as in O. argentatus) ; propodeum shorter and wider, somewhat less rounded
at the sides; 'wings brownish beyond the cells, with a very dark and conspicuous
cloud covering the radial cell, the upper part of the third and the larger part
of the fourth cubital cell; there is a hyaline line along the outer margin of
the lower half of the third cubital cell; tegulae and narrow lines along the
apical margins of the abdominal tergites (sometimes indistinctly) brownish
red; body covered with a brownish yellow tomentum (silvery in arqeniaiusi,
As in O. aroeniaius the 0 has a flattened tubercle on the seventh sternite.
The c in the Oxford Museum is herewith designated as the allotype.
Odynerus iridipennis (SM.l.
! 1861. SMITH, F., J1. Proe. Linn. Soc. Zoo1. V!, p. 128, '1' (R'hynchiwnt iddipenn.e, Am-·
boina) .
An examination of the holotype in the Oxford Museum showed that this
species is closely allied to O. arqeniatus (F.). Body more slender; clypeus very
slightly longer than wide between the eyes (30 : 29), anterior margin as deeply
emarginate as in O. arqeniaiue; puncturation of the thorax coarser than in
that species; first and second abdominal segments more distinctly punctate;
the sides of the first segment- less distinctly converging towards the base; as
seen from above this segment appears to be transversely truncate at the base,
not rounded as in O. arqeniotus.
The specimens recorded by VON SCHULTHESS (Zoo1. Jahrb. Syst. 37, 1914,
p. 263) as Rhynchiwniridipenne will probably prove to belong to another species.
Odynerus flavolineatus (SlVl.).
! 1857. SMITH, F., Cat. Hym. Br. Mus. V, p. 60, <j? (Odynerus [lcuoolimeaius, Java), (
! 1862. SAUSSURE,H. DE, Stett. Ent. Zeitg. 23, p. 197,. ''1'c (Odyne1'us [lavolineaiue, Java).
1897. BINGHAM,C. T., Fauna Br. India>, Hym. I, p.360" '1' (Rhynchiu?n [laarolineo.turn,
Sikhirn, 1.'enasserim, Java).
1931. DOVER, C., J1. Fed. Mal. St. Mus. 16, p. 255 (Odynerus (Rh.) [ltiuolinetitus,
Pahang, Perak).
Ancistrocerus WES:\1AEL.
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This species appears to be widely distributed in the Western part of the
Archipelago; in Java it is not common and apparently restricted to the primary
forests.
I have seen the following specimens: 2 9'1', 1 d', W. Borneo, Bengkajang,
Ledo, Dr. H. R. A. MULLER (coIl. m.) ; Sumatra: 1 S, Soengei Simawoeng, Sum.-
expo 1877 (Mus. Leiden), 2 'i'S, Benkoelen, Tandjong Sakti, Mrs. M. E. "\VALSH,
1 d', Lampong Districts, Kedaton, "\Vai Rilau, Mrs. "AN DERVECHT; W . Java:
2 <?S,Djarnpang, Mrs. M. E. WALSH (coIl. m.), 1 S, Penandjoeng Bay, Kali-
poetjang, M. A. LIEFTINCK (Mus, Buitenzorg); NI. Java: IS, Salatiga, 1910
(coli. Prof. "\V. ROEPKE); E. Java: 3 9'1', 4 od', Waterfall Baoeng, Dr. J. G.
BETRE:\1 (coll. m., additional specimens in cell. BETRDI); 1 S, Bajoekidoel, H.
L"GcH'r (coIl. m.).
Odynerus xanthozonatus AS]-J:\f.
! 1903. CAMERON,P., J1. Straits Br. As. Soc. 39, p. 168, "0" (9 !) (Odyn'e?'us c(o'inicollis,
xanthozonatus, Phil. Islands).
1928. WILLlAMS. F. X., Phil. J1. Science 35, p. 99, d', pl. 6, figs. 1 and 3 (Odyne1~ls
(Leionotus) xantliozonatus, Phi!. Islands).
1934. SCHULTHESS,A. VON,Arb.· morph. tax. Ent. Berlin-Dahlem, Bd. 1, pp. 9£ - 97,
Sd' (Odynerus (Lionotus) churterp oides, Phi!. Islands).
Two specimens .from Los Bafios, determined and kindly sent to me by
WILLIAMS, agree in all respects with the description of O. ciuirterqouiee. As
the determination is in my opinion correct, I regard the latter name as a
synonym of xanthozonatus.
The Philippine species if; closely allied to O. manijesius SM. from Borneo;
they can be placed together with tinctipennis WALK. (1860), un ouqhtoni CAM.
(1898) and laboriosus SM. (1863) (= waigeuensis CAM. 1913) in a well defined
group which may be indicated as the manifesttls-group.
Ancistrocerus carinicollis (CAM.).
! 1903. CAMERON,P., J1. Straits Br. As. Soc. 39, p. 168, "d''' (~ !) (Odyne?''Us c(wi11licollis,
Sarawak, Ruching) .
. S - Head subcircular, rather thick; clypeus slightly wider than long, almost
flat, narrowed towards the apex which is slightly emarginate with dentiform
angles and measures about one third of the total width of the clypeus. Antennae
short' ana thick, third segment shorter than wide at the apex, fourth segment
,- > -
J ·aslong:a!l:th.e,:third, Ili3tiiriesas wide as long, the following segments even
, •i 1Ji'gl~tiywiae;~' th'~ 'l~st;segm:~nt broadly rounded at the end. Inter-antennal
shield with a distinct n:i~diatiJ~~r~a. Frons regularly convex; posterior ocelli
'," $-'" -: ' .. <$ • :'''~~ .; '. ~\, •••.•••• ~~~":Y''f."
: ';..t . '.
''''-''. t. ..'. '" ,_ .'. ~
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a trifle further from the eyes than Irorn each other, Temples narrow, separated
fromthe occiput by a strong carina,
Thorax rather long and narrow, rectangular, Pronotum truncate, with a
wellmarked transverse carina, the sides parallel posteriorly , slightly converging
towards the head anteriorly. Mesonotum, srutellurn and postscutellurn very
lightly convex, the latter entirely included in the dorsal face of the thorax,
Propodeum truncate posteriorly, the horizontal area rather wide at the sides,
muchnarrowed towards the middle, where it is depressed and narrowly incised,
theapex of the postscutellurn almost touching thc concavity, which is moderately
impressed with carinate margins,
The anterior face of the first abdominal segment fits perfectly into the
concavity of the propodeum ; the tergite has a long vertical and a somewhat
shorter horizontal portion, these parts are separated by an indistinct. partly
interrupted, transverse ridge; second abdominal segment slightly wider than
thefirst, much wider than long; its sternite with a curved, crenu.ate, transverse
grooveat the base.
Head and thorax dull, abdomen moderately shining, Clypeus irregularly
and rather sparsely punctate, puncturation of frons, pronotum, mesopleura,
scutellum, postscutellum and horizontal area of propodeum deep, coarse and
reticulate, slightly less dense on vertex and mesonotum ; the anterior portion
of the first abdominal segment impunctate, the posterior part distinctly, irre-
gularly punctate at the base (more coarsely on the sides), apical half almost
impunctate. Second segment finely and sparsely punctate, the puncturation of
the third segment very fine, the following segments almost impunctate,
Black; pronotum red; the following parts pale yellow: the clypeus partly,
the eye-sinus, a line on the under side of the antennal scape, a subcircular spot
abovethe inter-antennal shield, a line on the upper part of the temples, a small
spot on the mesopleura below the tegulae, the posttegulae, a broad line along
the upper and lateral margins of the concavity of the propcdeum, slightly in-
terrupted in the middle above, and narrow bands on the apical margins of the
first five tergites and of the second stcrnitc, On the third sternite an apical
band is indicated by a few spots: the band on the fifth tergite, and perhaps
also on some of the others, may be obsolete; the band on the second tergite is
wider than the others and shows a minute incision in the middle anteriorly.
Mandibles pale ferruginous, tegulae ferruginous-yellow, presternum and coxae
I dark ferruginous; coxae Il and Ill, trochanters and femora Il and III
brownish; femora I brownish yellow; tibiae I and Il ferruginous with a pale
yellow line on the outer side, tibiae III brownish, pale yellow at the base;
tarsi ferruginous, the basal, segments pale ~:.:.~~\~:~~~2::.~.1:.Y~!;.-1Y~-\
clo~d in the apical half of the raflrarceI ·',I.1,1)per.p~rt ,..,,?f. ~~~'ril£r)\t~~~ !.
cubital cell. , \/~{"" 1iI'\P~Jlr;~J\}H'i~H:-!~~
The coloration of the clypeus 1, afk2.:~r 6<\ 111 the type It IS I
yellow, with a black transverse mairf:.e:.:l:.,u Etl"8\S in *'I.,lf!.'SDi'~f·men 1\'
i ~ ,,, ("\ ! \l", i I,
j ~ ;~~~ ,,:,' l~ t.•~~.,~v-£1_ '
"",; l~.\~ ~I .
'" l" " ~G~ I'9~" ',l J!;\:nq·':l ~""+, .1'.. i~~ a:. ~idI ~.,~ - l.
~'''~'f~;~ .Yt:J+~i~;.,,:.~;;;'~~'-.'IlI<:~~';.,;:,.t.ii~~f?:!~~~':7;~·~
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before me there is only a transverse yellow line, shghtly interrupted III H
middle, at the base.
Length (b. + th. + t. 1 -I- 2), 7 mm.
Described from a female from N.IV. Borneo, Sarawak, Kuching, 1899 (I
SHELFORD)in the collection of the Oxford University Museum (no. 1900, 11207
I compared this specimen with CA:I'IEROK'Stype (Br. ?lIu~.) in 1934.
Recently Mrs. 1\1. E. WALSH collected a female of this species in S. Borne
(Loa Teboek.: 3 July 1937), which differs from the specimen described abox
as follows: scutellum and postscutellum reddish, apical fascia of first tergil
partly obsolete, third and fourth tergite with small lateral spots, fift
tergite black.
Ancistrocerus bilaminatus, new species.
This species may easily be confused with Odimerus muliipicius S:-I., wit
which it agrees in size and coloration. However, the first tergite bears a distim
transverse carina, whereas O. multipictus has onlv a faint indication of sue
a structure. The median incision of the horizontal nrcn of thc propodcum
wider, the lower part of the concavity is abruptly narrowed towards the al
domen, the sides thus being angular below. The apical margins of the secor
and third abdominal segments are depressed, and produced into short, thi:
somewhat flaring, margins.
The two yellow fasciae on the first tergite nre connected at the sides h
a short lateral, longitudinal, line; the second abdominal segment has a media
and a posterior transverse fascia (in O. muliipictus there are two lateral spa
and a posterior fascia).
A. bilaniinaius appears to resemble Oclynenls laniinujer GRIBODO (Bu
Soc. Ent. Ital. 23,1891, p. 299), which was described from Liangtean in Borne
but according to the description of that species the apical margins of all al
dominal segments are depressed and tcstaceous.
Malaya: 1 <3, Selangor, Bukit Kutu (3500'), H. M. PENDLEBURY;1 Q, S
beroet Island, W. of Sumatra, Sept. 1924, C. BODEN KLOSS and N. SMEDLF
(Mus. Buitenzorg); 1 Q, S. Sumatra, Ranau, 24 Aug. 1933, Dr. H. R. A. MULLl
(holotype, coll. m.); 1 cl, Borneo; Sarawak, Kuching, SHELFORD(Ox!'. Mus., n
1900, 11203); 3 <3<3,W. Java, Djampang Tengah, Mt. Tjisoeroe, Mrs. M. J
WALSH (one of these is the allotype, coll. m.).
In the specimens from J ava the anterior fascia of the second tergite
slightly interrupted in the middle.
The Museum at Lciden possesses an Ancist1'o('c1'lls-sporimen from Sumat:
(MULLER leg.) which probably represents a closely allied. hitherto un describe
species. The sides of the propodeal concavity are not angular below and ah
the fourth abdominal segment has a distinctly depressed apical margin. )
the specimen is unique and not in good condition, I prefer to leave this for
unnamed until more material is available.
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Gribodia ZAVATTARI.
Gribodia confluenta (SM.).
! 1857. SMITH, F., Cat. Hym. Br. Mus. V, p. 62, <i' (Odynenis oonfiuenius, Sumatra).
1891. GRIBODO,G., Bull. Soc. ent. Ita!. 23" p. 267, ?,<3 (Monobia caorif-rone, Pulo Laut).
! 1897. BINGHAM,C. T., Fauna Br. India, Hym. I, p. 367, ?, (OdyneniS confluent.ue,
Tenasserim, Sumatra).
! 1902. CAMERON,P., Jl. Straits Br. As. Soc. 37, p. 112, <j' (OdyneniS hyades, Borneo,
Sarawak) .
1902·. CAMERON,P., Ibid. 39, p. 168 tOdsmerue hyades).
1910. MEADE-WALDO,G., Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (8) VI, p. 100 (OdynlYl"us coniluenius
= hyades).
1912. ZAVATTARI,E., Arch. f. Naturgesch. 78A, H. 4, p, 162, <i'd' iGribodia caoii+ons,
Malaya, Borneo, Pulo Laut).
1929. DOVER, C., Bull. Raffles Mus. 2, p. 45 (Oclynerus conjluentus, Borneo, Sara-
wak).
19131. DOVER, C., .n. Fed. Mal. St. Mus, 16, p. 255 (Odynencs confluentus, Malaya).
As has been stated by CAMERON(1903), this species is variable as regards
the amount of yellow on the body and the legs.
In the .British Museum I examined the types of SMITH and CAMERON,find
two specimens from the BINGHAMcollection: a female from Tenasserim, Thaun-
gyin Valley, agreeing with SMITH'S type, and a very large and dark female
from Assam, Margherita. The latter specimen has a black spot on the clypeus,
the markings on the sides of the thorax much reduced, the scutellum black,
and only the first and second abdominal segments witl~ yellow apical fasciae.
- Further specimens examined: 1 0, E. Borneo, Pelawan Besar, Mrs. M. E.
WALSH(coll. m.) ; 1 <j', Sumatra, Serdang, Tandjong Morawa, Dr. B. HAGFlN
(Mus. Leiden); 1 6, Mentawei Is1., Sip ora, Dr. H. H. KARNY(Mu8. Buitenzorg;
in this specimen the yellow markings are very extensive); 6 <jl<?, W. Java,
Djarnpang, JVIts. Tjimerang and Tjisoeroe, F. A. TH. H. VERBEEKand Mrs. M.
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Situation in the East Monsoon. Black lines indicate the current, which is strongest near the Borneo coast. Red lines indicate the
movement of the lajang ; the dotted ones show a movement which is more or less hypothecal thus far, the dashed show the movement
which is more or less certain.
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